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Enterprise modernization with DevOps
Enterprise modernization is an inevitable activity for all IT shops. As technology evolves and changes,
clients examine new solutions to deliver their business needs. In this paper we discuss how IBM Z®
customers can modernize their IT by adopting a DevOps solution that allows them to become more agile
and efficient while maintaining and adding new features to z/OS® applications and extending the value of
z/OS assets to modern applications on IBM Z and to other platforms.
The focus of this paper is to provide an overview on the components of DevOps and a path to making
IBM Z a modern application delivery platform. Pointers to more detailed information on DevOps
solutions and tools are provided for further reference.
First, we will provide an overview of the DevOps solution for IBM Z and illustrate how DevOps can
transform any IBM Z environment into a modern application delivery platform for z/OS. Key components
of the solution include:
•

Effective collaborative development tools and processes enabled through IBM Rational® Team
Concert on Z

•

Automated testing provided by IBM Rational Test Workbench and IBM Z Development and Test

•

Automated deployment with IBM UrbanCode™ Deploy and automated, self-service provisioning
with Cloud Provisioning and Management for z/OS

These components, together with IBM Z platform tools, offer everything businesses need to become
nimbler and more competitive, while preserving and future-proofing their current IT investments.
Secondly, we will explore the following areas for DevOps and IBM Z digital transformation:
•

Efficient discovery and analysis of z/OS application assets with Application Discovery and
Delivery Intelligence that improves impact change analysis and optimizes application delivery
on z/OS

•

Reuse of z/OS assets by exposing them to modern applications via RESTful APIs with z/OS
Connect

•

Cloud native application delivery on IBM Cloud Private running on Linux® on IBM Z, optimization
of existing IBM Z workloads by moving them to IBM Cloud Private, and extending the data
center to multiple and hybrid clouds

Finally, we will briefly introduce IT Economics analysis as an approach to evaluating DevOps
requirements in order to quantify return on investment. We will also provide pointers to several client
case studies that describe the benefits these companies gained with DevOps for IBM Z.
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Introduction to DevOps concepts
DevOps is the enterprise capability of continuous software delivery to end-users. Its goal is to make
business and IT operations more agile. It enables IT to deliver business requirements quickly and
efficiently, so that business operations can incorporate customer feedback and react swiftly to faster
changing market, economic and social conditions. DevOps is a union of people, processes, platform
capabilities and tools that work together to make continuous software delivery possible.
The term “DevOps” is derived from the words “Development” and “Operations”. Originally, the term
emphasized the importance of addressing one of the most critical impediments in application delivery
process – lack of collaboration and insufficient automation in the processes between Development and
Operations teams. Creating smoother integration and more efficient collaboration between
Development and Operations teams is still one of the main goals of a DevOps solution, but DevOps
methodology and solutions have gradually evolved into something much broader.
The necessity of extending the scope of DevOps became clear as DevOps tools vendors, business
leaders and IT practitioners recognized that in order to have a more effective solution for agile
application delivery, business stakeholders and users need to be part of the solution in addition to
development and operations teams.
DevOps uses continuous feedback for all user roles participating in the process, including Business
Planning, Dev/Test, Deploy and Operate capabilities (Figure 1). All of these high-level enterprise
capabilities within DevOps are provided by higher level of collaboration, consistent implementation of
agile methods and higher levels of automation across all stages of application delivery processes.
DevOps is enabled by tools that provide
collaboration, integration and automation
of many activities and tasks throughout
the application delivery lifecycle.
However, DevOps cannot be achieved by
merely implementing tools. While the
tools are an essential component, DevOps
is an organic approach, a combination of
culture, process and technology solutions
provided by tools and platform
capabilities.
In order for DevOps to be effective, a
company must plan for its use, as DevOps
signifies a transformation of business and
IT processes. This means that DevOps
cannot be bought and achieved overnight;
its adoption should be planned as
continuous and gradual
transformation.

Figure 1: DevOps as enterprise capability
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One of the key principles of DevOps is that continuous improvements of all DevOps capabilities are an
essential part of DevOps. In other words, DevOps is a journey, not a destination. As IT practitioners and
business stakeholders become more agile, they increasingly adopt DevOps culture in order to improve
DevOps processes and outcomes. Over time, they become more productive and innovative. Instead of
keeping abreast with ever changing markets and new technologies, companies that implement DevOps
effectively find opportunities to become market leaders and to move ahead of their competition.
IBM created a methodology for DevOps that offers a holistic view of best practices, processes and their
enactment via implementation of tools. In IBM DevOps methodology (also called the IBM Garage
Method) and IBM Z DevOps solutions for enterprise IT, DevOps is presented as a holistic view of best
practices, processes and their enactment via implementation of tools (Figure 2).

Figure 2: DevOps methodology view
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DevOps scenarios and solutions on IBM Z
In this section we will examine three application scenarios and the key components of their DevOps
solution:
•
•

DevOps for traditional mainframe applications
The IBM Z digital transformation scenario

•

IBM Z modernization with cloud and hybrid cloud

DevOps for traditional mainframe applications
IBM offers a comprehensive set of best practices and tools to create DevOps solutions for z/OS
applications that originate from the mainframe. These tools increase agility while saving software
delivery costs. The following are a few of the primary IBM DevOps solution components for z/OS that
deliver key capabilities across roles (personas) in multiple IT and business domains. For each of these
components we will examine key capabilities and best practices for Steer (Continuous Business
Planning), Dev/Test and Deploy of z/OS applications.
•
•

IBM Rational Team Concert™
IBM Rational Test Workbench

•
•

IBM UrbanCode Deploy
IBM Application Delivery Foundation for z

•

IBM Cloud Provisioning and Management (CP&M) for z/OS

•

Container Pricing Model for z/OS

IBM Rational Team Concert (RTC) manages plans, tasks (work items), project status and reporting. It
provides traceability via the ability to automatically and manually create links (relationships) between
work items and between other lifecycle artifacts and work items.
RTC can be integrated with IBM UrbanCode Deploy for triggering automated deployment processes as
part of Change Management, Build and Continuous Integration and Delivery processes. It can also be
integrated with Rational Test Workbench to fire-up automated functional tests as part of continuous
integration and automated quality checks for promoting new application versions between
environments. RTC provides built-in change management (version control) and build functions. It can
also be integrated with open source tools such as Git, GitHub and GitLab along with Jenkins Build to
create automated builds. RTC can be installed on IBM Z on z/OS and on Linux on Z.
RTC is a methodology agnostic tool; it can enact different types of application delivery practices out of
the box via templates that can be adapted based on a company’s standards. By offering a single
collaboration and transparent communication platform for all participants of application delivery
projects and acting as a single integration point for multiple application delivery tools, RTC enables
companies to adopt faster release cycles and to efficiently manage dependencies across all business
and IT domains.
IBM Rational Test Workbench (RTW) provides automated software testing tools to support a DevOps
approach. RTW enables automated functional UI testing and performance testing. In addition, for more
modern application architectures (e.g., microservices applications and API economy implementations),
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RTW offers automated API testing and service virtualization for shifting integration testing to an earlier
point in the development lifecycle (shift-left practice) to discover errors sooner. This avoids costly rework when errors are discovered after applications are promoted to Test/QA environments or after bugs
are released to production.
For developers who need continuous testing capabilities, IBM Z Development and Test Environment
provides a platform for mainframe application development, testing and employee education. It enables
z/OS, middleware and other z/OS software to run on Intel and Intel-compatible on-premise system and
cloud instance without the need for z Systems mainframe hardware.
IBM UrbanCode Deploy (UCD) is an application release automation solution for cross-platform,
orchestrated and automated deployment of application components. UCD provides increased
productivity along with robust visibility, traceability, and auditing capabilities. UCD can deploy
applications on:
•

IBM Z, z/OS and orchestration of deployments of application components on other platforms

•

including on-premises virtualized environments and off-premises cloud platforms
Linux on Z

•

IBM Cloud Private

RTC, RTW and UCD integrated into one DevOps solution provide an agile delivery process across all roles
in business and IT domains, raising productivity of IT and quality of delivered applications through
transparent processes, effective communication and automation. Note that RTC enables requirements
definition and management, and test planning that are sufficient for most customers. For those IBM Z
customers that require more sophisticated requirements and quality management, RTC can also be
integrated with IBM Rational DOORS Next Generation and IBM Rational Quality Manager respectively.
Higher developer productivity and higher code quality are critical for the success of application delivery,
and IBM offers a set of developer-focused tools in IBM Application Delivery Foundation for z (ADFz) that
make IBM Z developers more productive and able to optimize applications for z/OS . The core z/OS
developer tool in ADFz is the Enterprise Edition of IBM Developer for IBM z Systems® (IDz). IDz
integrates with RTC to enable in-context collaboration on requirements and work items and with other
IBM and open source tools. IDz Enterprise Edition includes IBM Dependency Based Build (DBB) that
enables z/OS developers to use open source Git source code management (as an alternative for RTC’s
built-in SCM) and creates a continuous integration solution with automated delivery pipeline using
Jenkins. Watch this DBB demo to understand how IDz works together with RTC, DBB, Git and Jenkins.
ADFz accelerates application delivery on z/OS, adds optimization capabilities and, at the same time,
enables development teams to build automated delivery pipelines using popular open source tools.
Customers like Danske Bank also use ADFz tools “to monitor the performance and availability of
everything from the back-end CICS systems through to the development landscapes.”3
Automated provisioning of middleware with Cloud Provisioning and Management for z/OS
Part of the Operate capability in a DevOps solution (Figure 1) is provisioning of infrastructure in all IT
environments. Manual and lengthy provisioning processes, especially for Dev/Test environments that
have to change more frequently than a Production environment, create bottlenecks in agile application
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delivery processes. Ideally, development and quality management teams should have automated and
self-service provisioning for their Dev/Test environments.
IBM Cloud Provisioning and Management for z/OS (CP&M) brings agility to traditional z/OS IT shops by
adding self-service capabilities for developers and testers (consumers) in the form of automated
provisioning of pre-defined and standardized middleware stacks in development and test environments.
CP&M for z/OS is included with z/OS starting with V2R1. It allows system admins and programmers to
create a catalog of templates that can be provisioned by consumers on demand in a “middleware as a
service” manner from the catalog.
CP&M for z/OS exposes REST APIs that enable integration with other components of DevOps solution.
CP&M for z/OS REST APIs also provide integration with IBM Cloud Private and other platforms to enable
automated provisioning on z/OS in a hybrid cloud scenario.
Savings with Container Pricing for IBM Z
A significant cost reduction for DevOps users has been the introduction of Container Pricing for z/OS.
Container Pricing enables customers to increase development and test capacity up to three times the
current capacity without additional Monthly License Charges (MLC). In addition, Container Pricing for
z/OS provides simplified and more competitive pricing for new applications on z/OS without affecting the
MLC for other workloads on the same system. The synergy of CP&M for z/OS and Container Pricing
makes z/OS more modern, agile and cost-effective for new application delivery.
Examples of DevOps efficiencies for clients
Clients such as Fidelity Worldwide Investment and Nationwide attest to positive business results after
implementing IBM DevOps for Z, or IBM DevOps solutions across platforms with IBM Z being the
platform that runs most of their business-critical applications. Fidelity Worldwide Investment noted a
decrease in release times from 2–3 days to 1–2 hours1. Nationwide improved code quality by 50 percent
over a 3-year period2.
In a study commissioned by IBM and performed by Forrester Consulting4, the analyst firm surveyed UCD
customers to determine the total economic impact of implementing UCD in terms of return on
investment (ROI) and found that typically UCD delivers 482 percent ROI over three years. Customers
who were interviewed by Forrester Consulting also reported:
•
•
•
•

97 percent reduction in the cost of releases
Reduction in the risk of failed deployments
15 percent or more improvement in developer productivity, enabling faster time-to-market
75 percent faster deployment times
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The IBM Z digital transformation scenario
Organizations need to evolve to address the changing business landscapes to compete for the modern
consumer. Customer demands require digital business operations which necessitate use of the latest
technologies. Digital transformation results in creating modern mobile, social and cloud business
applications that leverage digital technologies across multiple platforms. While new modern types of
applications can be created and hosted directly on z/OS using languages and runtimes available on the
platform, there is still the need for tools, languages, runtimes and respective developer expertise to
create modern applications that have components spanning multiple platforms. At the same time, many
large companies have core business applications running on z/OS and data residing on z/OS; all of which
are assets that are relevant to the new digital applications. Thus, an effective digital transformation
solution for IBM Z customers permits reuse of existing z/OS assets and enables agile processes to
maintain those z/OS assets.
The IBM solution for IBM Z digital transformation (Table 1) maps personas to their respective
responsibilities within each stage of the digital transformation process. Note that all personas in all
stages work in the context of application delivery processes within their DevOps solution.
Personas

Expose

Evolve

Line of Business
Executive

API-enable apps and data
Improve efficiency, reduce
cost and extend reach of
assets

Automate and transform
Transform development
community culture to
become more agile

Enterprise
Architect

Define and API channel for
business-critical channel

Application
Developer

Discover and create APIs
with zero to minimal
changes to the assets

Operations
Engineer

Monitor APIs
Have a current view of
application ecosystem

Govern APIs for security
and reuse.
Leverage best fit language
for transformation.
Automate delivery
pipeline.
Embrace early test
integrations (shift left).
Have performance
visibility from device to
backend

Optimize
Predict and respond
Achieve higher levels of
agility to meet business
goals, prevent
interruptions of service
Transform monolithic
applications into granular
services
Optimize development
with advanced analytics

Predict and automatically
respond to service
interruptions

Table 1. IBM Z digital transformation personas and stages
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To get started on the path to IBM Z digital transformation, IBM offers two products,
Application Discovery and Delivery Intelligence (ADDI) and IBM z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition (z/OS
Connect) (Figure 3), that enable IBM Z customers to create RESTful APIs based on z/OS assets in a
fraction of the time and cost that it would require without implementation of these tools.

Figure 3. ADDI and z/OS Connect enable IBM Z modernization and API Economy for z/OS assets

Application Discovery and Delivery Intelligence
ADDI analyzes and visualizes relationships of z/OS application components. The resulting visualization
and analytical views of the existing applications help developers (including those who do not have IBM Z
skills), architects and project managers discover and understand z/OS assets, identify dead code, and
assess the impact of code changes prior to implementation. This visibility to assets and code enables
better change management for maintaining z/OS applications and effective reuse of existing assets as
APIs, for example, in modern microservices applications. Implementation of ADDI provides significant
application delivery cost savings, improved planning accuracy, better change impact analysis, higher
code quality and accelerated innovation.
ADDI savings
Clients such as Fujitsu describe a 25 percent cut in application development and management time5
with the adoption of ADDI. To help clients understand potential savings IBM provides an Application
Discovery & Delivery Intelligence ROI Calculator to estimate expected savings depending on the size of
the development shop, size of the project and some other parameters.
z/OS Connect
The second key product in the IBM Z modernization solution, z/OS Connect, enables developers to
create RESTful APIs with no coding, by visually mapping API definition to z/OS assets (such as CICS®,
IMS™, Db2®, MQ®, etc.). Unlike other API development solutions there is no steep learning curve to start
using z/OS Connect; even developers without mainframe application development expertise are able to
create APIs. APIs created with z/OS Connect can be used by applications within the enterprise IT or be
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published, for example using IBM API Connect, for business partners and other third parties, so that
others can leverage z/OS assets in API economy.
Both ADDI and z/OS Connect integrate with IDz, the main developer tool in DevOps for Z solutions, that
is integrated with RTC, tools in RTW, and other components of the IBM DevOps solution.

IBM Z modernization with cloud and hybrid cloud
IBM Cloud Private (ICP) on Linux on Z brings cloud native development to the IBM Z platform while
enabling gradual modernization of existing IBM Z applications. ICP enables three types of use cases for
IBM Z modernization:
• Optimize legacy applications with cloud
•

Open your datacenter to work with cloud services

•

Create new cloud native applications

ICP is an on-premises, integrated solution that is optimized for IBM Z and consists of a Kubernetesbased Container Platform, common services, IBM middleware, data and analytics services and Cloud
Foundry (Figure 4).

Figure 4. IBM Cloud Private functional components.
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IBM Cloud Private:
• Provides an integrated IaaS and PaaS private cloud platform for enterprise and includes integration
•

to popular open source and cloud native tools
Is built on the latest versions of Kubernetes and Docker that provide leading edge open source
container technologies

•
•

Offers operations management and open DevOps toolchains for automated delivery pipeline
Includes IBM application middleware and development services, enables a modernization and
optimization path for z/OS workloads that are based on IBM middleware and database products by
moving them into Docker containers and then on to the Kubernetes-based management
environment

•

•

Provides optional Cloud Foundry runtimes for the creation of microservices which are managed by
the same operational and support services as the Kubernetes and Docker runtime environments on
ICP
Contains application analytics and integration to monitoring tools, including popular open source
tools like Kibana and Elasticsearch, so that enterprises can act on data insights and prescriptive
guidance on how to modernize and improve their workloads

•

Includes IBM Cloud Automation Manager as a component of ICP

IBM Cloud Automation Manager (CAM) provides automated and self-service provisioning of
infrastructure and applications with workflow orchestration on ICP and across multiple and hybrid
clouds. CAM is used for provisioning VMs and bare-metal servers and delivering application
environments reliably and repeatably in IBM Cloud, VMware, Amazon AWS, Microsoft® Azure, and
PowerVC.
The ICP platform features automated provisioning of computing resources, auto-scaling, monitoring,
and other DevOps-related capabilities, empowering both developers and operations to meet business
demands for greater agility (Table 2).
ICP provides its own built-in DevOps toolchain, and integration to monitoring tools and analytics. These
characteristics make ICP a very efficient DevOps solution for IBM Z modernization and cloud native
applications delivery compared to an exclusive Kubernetes container management framework. The
additional DevOps capabilities in ICP enable higher productivity for application and operations teams,
which result in lower labor costs for application delivery.
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Personas

ICP impact on daily work

Operations / Admin: Responsible for
infrastructure, security, and management
of the environment

IT Operations and Administrators can quickly set up a modern,
flexible, and compliant private cloud on enterprise
infrastructure that enables enterprise developers to innovate;
they can also integrate with their existing management tools
and processes.

Enterprise Developer: Responsible for
modernizing existing applications and
creating new cloud native workloads

Developers can create new cloud-native applications, optimize
existing ones, and securely connect their applications with
data and services across all cloud platforms.

Table 2. ICP changes daily routine for Development and Operations.
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An IT Economics approach for DevOps
IT Economics is an approach to quantitative analysis of costs and business values of IT solutions. IBM IT
Economics methodology involves analysis of all cost components in an IT solution (or solutions) across
production and non-production environments (Dev, Test, Production, Disaster Recovery, etc.). It
examines costs associated with anticipated business growth, migration from one solution to another,
the impact of running existing and new solutions in parallel until ready for production, and other key
factors that affect IT cost.
Another dimension of IBM IT Economics analysis is the assessment of business values to be achieved
through IT capabilities and solutions. This entails identification of key business metrics and determining
how one IT solution versus another can deliver the most impact to achieve business objectives.
DevOps IT Economics maps DevOps capabilities to business outcomes (Figure 5). This is simplified
snippet from a comprehensive DevOps value chain gives insight to the types of analysis a DevOps
assessment brings to its stake holders. Each characteristic is examined from a capability, outcome and
business benefit perspective, and then prioritized and quantified for financial impact.

Figure 5. High level DevOps capabilities to business values mapping
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Sample business benefits of DevOps
Collaborative Development
– Automated Builds – productivity and quality
gains
– Continuous Integration – higher quality,
reduced rework
Continuous Test
– Automated Testing – productivity gain
– Shift-Left Benefits – quality gain, reduced
rework and shorter time to market
Continuous Release & Deployment
– Automated Provisioning – productivity gain
– Automated Deployments – productivity gain
– Reduced Deployment Failures – quality gain
Continuous Monitoring
– Early detection of defects

Continuous Feedback and Optimization
– Improved quality and higher customer
satisfaction
Other benefits
– Increased frequency of application releases
– Reduced time to market
– Improvement in application quality
– Reduction in time spent fixing and
maintaining applications
– Reduction in development, QA and
operations costs
– Accelerated innovation
– Increased customer retention

IT Economics analysis can be an effective first step to evaluating DevOps for IBM Z. It enables the
DevOps stake holders to examine requirements, identify costs and effort, and build a financial case to
evaluate ROI. Importance of DevOps capabilities and cost factors will clearly vary by customer specific
business practices and IT operation requirements. Thus a customized IT Economics assessment of
costs and savings is recommended.
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Conclusions

DevOps for IBM Z can transform application delivery to become more agile, to deliver business
innovation to end-users faster, to increase code and application quality, and to lower costs of
application delivery on IBM Z.
IBM has a comprehensive DevOps solution that modernizes and accelerates traditional application
delivery on z/OS by:
•

Incorporating agile collaborative lifecycle management with automated integrated testing (CLM and

•

RTW)
Providing automated and orchestrated application release management (UCD)

•
•

Removing development and operations impediments to achieve greater agility with self-provisioning
automated middleware as a service cloud (CP&M for z/OS)
Increasing productivity and quality of traditional application delivery on z/OS (ADDI)

The IBM digital transformation approach for IBM Z with ADDI and z/OS Connect offers a high
productivity solution with significant ROI. This solution allows businesses to easily discover and expose
available z/OS assets as RESTful APIs to be used internally within their enterprise IT for new digital
applications or to be offered to external parties as part of API economy.
IBM Cloud Private on Linux on Z delivers modern on-premises cloud to the IBM Z platform that:
•
•

Integrates with z/OS applications (z/OS Connect and API Connect)
Provides efficient DevOps solutions for optimization of workloads by containerizing them and

•

moving them to Kubernetes-based container management
Extends the data center to multiple clouds and hybrid cloud (CAM and UCD)

•

Provides a collaborative, automated, integrated and extensible DevOps toolchain for cloud native
application delivery (Kubernetes-based Container Platform and Cloud Foundry).
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